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FIGURE 9
ie relatively low current devices, as
ompared with some Other non-linear
esistors.
Like the. Thyrite resistor, the for-

iarcoondueting diode is capable of
istorting an a. c. current waveform

ind occasionally is used to accen-
tuate harmonic. The requirelnent
is that the diode current magnitude

be such as to operate the diode in
its most non-linear region. Thus, th
simple series onsection of a diod
in the plate or grid lead of an oscil
lator or amp ifier can aecentuat
harmonic content of the current wave.
form when this type of operation r.
required. .An example, is the dis
tortion of waseform of a standard
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frequency oscillator to produce high -
order harmonies for calibration pun
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Need capacitors or resistors? For maintenance
work, building special equipment,
expediting government orders, as a hobbyist,
in industrial activities - regardless?

Then note that Aerovox, through its
nation-wide distribution setup,
offers you SERVICE PLUS, because:

You can take Aerovox quality and
dependability for granted.
No better components are made.

The Aerovox line of capacitors and resistors
and filters, is really COMPLETE.
You can meet your normal needs every time.

If you are in a big hurry, just remember
that your local Aerovox distributor carries
a representative stock virtually at
your doorstep. What's more, he draws on the
outstanding factory stock for prompt
shipment of additional or special items.

Outstanding Aerovox literature -
catalogs, folders, bulletins - climaxed by a
free subscription to the Aerovox
Research Worker (ask your distributor
about it)-means capacitors and
resistors functiontfitted to latest
radio -electronic developments.

So, for SERVICE PLUS
in obtaining your capacitor and
resistor requirements, contact the local
Aerovox distributor. Our nearest sales
representative is also at your beck and call.
Or write us direct.

AEROVOX means copucdors wa all owte-
gories, typos, values - electrolytic, aper,
plastic tubular, metallizedspaper, oil, mica,
transmitting, motor -starting, auto -radio,

NNIRessNPPression filters, etc.,
eft There's an Acrovox capacitor for every
eed. Also and and carbon resist-

ors, and a complete line of fillets lorall
applications.

WILKOR
RESISTORS

WILKOR means precision -type resistors
made with matchless accuracy ;ad in-
tended for circuits calling for the stability
of wire -wound resistors with the marked
economy of sorban resisters. Widely used
in wet equipment and laboratory instru-

CERAMICS

HI -0 means the ourstonding selection of
ceramic capacitors and associated compo
nen. - disks, high -voltage ratings,
tubular', cartwheel or slug, feed-thru,
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Non -Linear Resistors
By the Eng/Redoing Department ekercega, Corporatioe

ANEW electrical devices ate dirs
tinguished by their non-linear

current -vs -voltage characteristics of a
magnithde stRiDently great to Affect
performative Often this phenomen
on is a choracteriRic. For example:

r...linearity is observed in Dm plate
charucWristie of a vacuum tube un-
der certain operating conditions, the
extremity of o dibile tube evens,
iron -cored inductors operated in the
region of saturation, and in biased
capacitors havin% special ceramic
dielectrics (dielectric amplifiers).
These are only a few examples. The

on linearity of certain 2-termina1 de
Wves such as resistor also may Srbe

employed to modify the operating
terhciics of some circuit, The.

non-linear S iS tors do not obey
the simple relationship = EI of
Ohm's Law.

Simple non-linear resistors are used
in oscillators, wave shaping netwOritk
voltage regulators, current regula-
tors, constantutput potentiometers
and voltage dividers. voltage -selective
circuits, amplitude limiters. frequency
multipliers, surge suppressors, etc.
Their use in electronics i5 increasing

new, requirements for nonlinear
current voltage response arise.

This article describes the general
characteristics of some common 2
terminal non-lMear resistors of sev-
eral classes. In some instances, .
will be seen. these devices have other
prime uses and their application as
non-linear resistors secondary
Typical applications will be hown

lYy
VP trite registers were introduced

by General Electric Company. and
were applieil in the electric power
held some numlies 01 years before en-
tering electronics Thyrite resistors
are made of silken carbide, boUnti
with a filler, then pressed and fired
at high tenmerature 'They are fabri-
cated in COe form of pigtailed rods
( identical to 'radio resistors"), discs.
ykshers, and stacks. Small unils
suitable for electronic applications
ore ruPPlied up to 10 watts power
rating (ontinuous)

The nin-linearity of the Thy rite e-
sistor is expressed by I - kEY,, whe
1 is the instantaneous a terry ling or
direct current (ampere ), E the n-

stantancous applied voltage, k a con
stanl (amperes at 1 volt), and n an
exponent between 3.5 and 7 governed
by the manufacturing process, Figure
1 shows a set of fypical Thy like cur-
rent -voltage curves for several types
of G. E. Thyrite resistors. The curve
fora conventional 1-megohm linear
resistor is plotted for comparison.
From these MYVOS it may be seen
that large current changes result from
small applied -voltage changes.

Figure 2 is a plot. of resistance is
current for resistor B from Figure
1 Note in Figure 2 that a change

10,6011 to 1 in current flowing
through this resistor changes the re.
sista prnce of the latter apt xi atoll
375:1.
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FIGURE 2
Thyrite resistors have the ad an

age of operating in both a c. and d.
. circuits. Any rectification effects
re negligible. (Figure 3 shows a

typical static positive -negative con -
tiducon curve). High -frequency a.

. operation of Thyrite is possible,
he limiting factor appearing to be
apacitance. It should be noted, how-
ver, that in a. c. operation the non

linearity of the Thyrite volt-ampere
characteristic causes distortion of the

,

ii t

CURRENT

STATIC THYRITE
CONDUCTION CHARACTERISTIC

FIGURE 3

uwent waveform. Figure 4 show
he distorted current wave aceomp-
flying a sine wave of applied volt-

age. Observe that odd -ordered ha
our are prevalent. This phenom

non is utilized in simple frequency
multipliers and harmonic amentua
ors.

The temperature coefficient of Thy
its resistance is negative in sign and
are front -0.4 to -0.73 Pareeo

per degree Centigrade in the range
0 to 100°C

Figure 5 shows several typical cir-
oils 'utilizing the properties of Thy -

rite resistors.

Figure 5(orA) is a simple voltage
regulator compressor for smooth-
ing variations in supply voltage. The
fluctuating input voltage produces
fluctuating current which flows
through the Thyrite resistor (T) and
a linear limiting resistor (R) in
serMs. Fluctuations in the resulting
voltage drop across the Thyrite re-
sistor are considerably lower in am-
plitude than those in the supply volt-
age, due to the non-linear E/I rela-
tionship in the Thyrite. It should be
noted that a voltage reduction un-
avoidably os because of poten-
tiometer actionccur between R and T.

In the expander circuit in Figure
5(5), the opposite action is secured,
Small fluctuations in applied voltage
produce large fluctuations in cur-
rent through Thyrite resistor T. These
current fluctuations in turn produce
a fluctuating output -voltage drop
across R. Since the resistance of R
must be small with respect to that
f T, voltage divider action between
he Thyrite and linear resistance legs
f the circuit produces a drop in volt-

age level. Several TR sections may
be cascaded, as shown in Figure 5(C),
o secure additional expander action,

at the expense of course of further
voltage division in each section.

Current resulting from
sine -wove of Offillied
voltage

AC.DISTORTION DUE TO THYRRE
FIGURE 4

Figure 5(D) shows a potentiometer
or voltage divider with Thyrite sec-

tions. The non-linear E/I charac-
teristic of the Thyrite sections yields
a nearly constant output voltage at
each tap, althoUgh supply and load
currents are variable.

For efficient operation of the cir-
cuits shown in Figures 5(A) and (D),
the Thyrite current must be high
with respect to the output load cur-
rent. In Figures 5(B) and (C), cur-
rent in resistor R must be high with
respect to output Mad current.

Figure 0(E) shows how a Thyrite
resistor can be connected into a cir-
cuit to accentuate harmonics and act
as a simple frequency multiplier. Al-
ternating current is fed into the cir-
cuit and undergoes distortion in pass-
ing through the Thyrite. The tuned
circuit, LC. is adjusted to the desired
multiple frequency. It has been
shown already in Figure 4 that odd
harmonies are favored by this type
of operation. The Thyrite frequency
multiplier thus is most practical for
tripling, quintupling, etc, The Thy -
rite resistor, is a dissipative element,
however, and its insertion into a cir-
cuit in them anner shown in Figure
5(E) results in some power loss. In
applications where a considerable
amount of power is available, the rel-
ative simplicity of the Thyrite fre-
quency multiplier can offset its un-
avoidable power absorption.

Thermistors
The thermistor, a product of re-

search by Bell Telephone Laborator-
ies and manufactuwel by Western
Electric Company, is another inter-
esting non-linear resistance device.
Its action results from internal heat-
ing effects in special materials.

Thermistors basically are thermal-
ly -sensitive resistance devices. They
are manufactured in the shape of
rods, dims, beads, wafers, and flakes
and ere made of various mmicondue-
lm materials. L1ke Thyrite, the ther-
mistor can be used with either a. c.
or d. c.

Figures 6 and 7 show two import-
[ response curves describing then

mistor action. From Figure 8, it is
seen that the voltage drop across the
thermistor increases non -linearly and
rapidly with current flow up to a
Point beyond which the rate of in-
crease falls. Finally, a peak is reach-
ed and beyond this latter point the
voltage drop decreases with increas-
ing current, displaying negative re
sistance. An interesting side obser-
vation is that this negative -resistance
property has been utilized to obtain
low-frequeney tubeless oscillation and
amplification with thermistors.

(A) Voltage Regulator;
Compressor

AC DC
INPUT

(DI Stabilized Polentio
Voltage Divider.

In Figure 7, the plot shows how at
particular applied voltage internal

heating causes the magnitude of the,
mister current to vary as a function
f time. This property has been util-

ized in various simple time -delay de.
ices.
Figure 8 shows several simple aim

sits employing thermistors. In all
xcept Figure 8(A), a small current

limiting resistor, r, is Indicated, Fig-
ure 8(A) is a time -delay d. c. relay
axed upon the action illustrated by

the curve in Figure 7. Some seconds
fter the switch, S, is closed, the dr-
sit current rises to a value high
nough to close the relay. The de -
ay interval depends upon thermistor
haracteristics and supply voltage
evel, and can be adjusted to msae
xtent by means of linear series re
istance.
Figure 8(B). he he circuit of a reg-

ulator for supply voltage variation
nd issomewhat similar to he Th -

rte voltage regulator. Its operation
s based upon the non linearity o

the thermistor which results in smal -
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(C) Cos cod E x po oder

er variations in thermistor voltage
drop than the fluctuations occurring
is suply voltage and current.

Action of the limiter circuit, shown
in Figure 8(C), is similar to that of
the voltage regulator, amplitude ex-
cursions in the input signal being re-
duced in the output without dipping
or dieing action.

Operation of the thermistor ex-
pander circuit, Figure 8(D), is the
opposite of that of the limiter. The
thermistor and load resistor are in-
terchanged in position, output being
taken across the resistor. A small
signal -voltage change produces a
large thermistor current change and
a large mltage change across the out-
put resistor.

A voltage division takes place in
the circuits shown in Figures 3(R),
(C), and (D), as the result of poten-
tiometer action between the ther-
mistor and the linear series resistor.
Because of this action, the absolute
level of the applied voltage is re-
duced in the Output.

Figure 8(E) shows a Imkouttype
switching circuit employing thermist-
ors, In each leg of the circuit, r is
a load resistor or represents some
device, such as a relay, which is to
be actuated by current flowing
through the associated thermistor.
The supply voltage and the value of
linear series resistor R are chosen
such that this resistor will support
the current of only one leg before
its voltage drop becomes excessive.
When one switch may, 51) is closed,
the associated thermistor "breaks
down" allowing current to flow
through and operate the associated
device, rt This lowers the voltage

at the inside of R, so that no othe
thermistor cart "fire." Only after S
is opened, can either of the ode
circuit legs be operated. Operation
of any one thermistor leg thus lock
out all of the other legs. An arrange
mant of this type would enable
number of devices having simile
volt-ampere characteristics to be con-
nected across a single voltage pair
but with only one device operable a
a time.

Fitionedary Devices
The tungsten -filament incandes-

ent lamp is fairly well known as a
on -linear resistor in which current
ange lags a corresponding change

d applied voltage. Up to the point
t which heating effects begin to evi-

dence, the filament wit -ampere char-
cteristic is linear, or very nearly so.

The non-linear region of lamPfila-
meet resistance has been utilized in
°nage-Stabilization bridges, simple
egulators, and allied devices.
In a common application, the lamp -

type resistor is used as an automatic

r
° SECONDS-.

TIME -DELAY ACTION
OF THERMISTOR

FIGURE 7

egulator of degeneration voltage in
ow -distortion, RC -tuned oscillators.

A typical circuit is shown in Figure

In Figure 9, the lamp (Re) is the
athode resistor of the first pentode,

V,. Feedback current from the out-
put of V. flows through capacitor C
o the frequency -selective RC network
n the grid circuit of Vt. A portion

of this current also flows through re-
istor R, and the lamp, Re, establish-

ng a negative feedback voltage
across the latter, The lamp resist-
nce is low when the feedback cur-
-ant is small, and is high when this

current is large. Thus; strong °sell-
ations result in large amounts of
nverse feedback voltage across Rmel

this degeneration in turn reduces
he amplitudu The opposite also is

true; at weak oscillation amplitudes;
here are lesser amounts of Mg..
ration, and gain through the two-
Libe circuit automatically rises. The

net result is uniform amplitude of os-
illation.
Thermistors also are used occaa

malty in some Retuned oscillator
circuits to stabilize oscillation ampli-
ude.

Small filamentary, low -current
uses exhibit a type of non -linearity

somewhat similar to that of the tung-
sten filament. Figure II shows the
static d, r. volt-ampere characteris
tie of a sample Type 8AG 10-milliam
pere LIttelfuse. In this instance, re-
sponse is linear from zero up to the
0.8 v 4 ma. point Beyond this, the
non -linearity is apparent.

When d, c. -biased to a point with-
in the square -law region of their non -
linearity, such fuses often are used
as bolometer-type detectors in micro -

work. This provides an ex-
trentely simple and inexpensive de-
modulator at frequencies up to many
hundreds of megacycles.

Diode -Type Resistor
Non -linearity in the forward can

duetion characteristic of the german-
ium diode suits this simple compon-
ent to use as a non-linear resistor in
applications within its current capa-
bilities. While the reverse-cmduc-
tion (bac.current) characteristic of
the diode also is non-linear, it does
nat in general offer the same possi-
bilities of application that are avail-
able with the front conduction .

Figare 11 shows a plot of forward
resistance vs applied voltage for a
hIgh-conduction-type germanium di-
ode. Here, the polarity of the applied

voltage is such that the anode of the
diode is positive. Diodes may be
connected in series, parallel, series -
parallel, and parallel -series to obtain
many attractive non-linear resistance
effects.

Various portions of the forward
volt-ampere characteristic of the ger-
manium diode exhibit square law,
logarithmic, and finally approximate-
ly linear relationships between E and
I. By operating the diode in a de-
sired one of these regions, the pan
Uvular corresponding portion of the
curve can be utilized to correct or
modify the Ed characteristic of an-
other circuit. For example, a linear
microammeter may be converted in-
to a square -law instrument by Ming
the forward resistance of the diode
as the meter series resistance (mut
tiplier).

Diodes suffer somewhat in compari
son with other 3 -terminal nordinea
resistors because the diode is a rec
tifier. This limits application in mme
cases to direct -current use only.
However, small a. c. signals may be
superimposed upon a U. c. forward
bias current applied to the diode, the
two currents being so proportioned
that the net diode voltage never be
comes zero or negative. Diodes also
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